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1Commencement Exercises of the Forty-Fifth Academic Year
SATURdAy,  MAy 14, 2016 • 10 A.M. & 5 p.M. 
2Governors state University
From its inception in 1969, innovation and putting students first have been the 
hallmarks of GSU’s success. In 2016, that tradition continues. The university has 
expanded its reach and has solidified its commitment to inspiring hope, realizing 
dreams, and strengthening community for generations to come. 
Our work is informed by the following principles:
GSU’s strategic planning and financial decisions always put students first. We 
know that nothing in higher education is more powerful than an uncompromising 
commitment to student success.  
GSU students deserve a high quality education, with a strong foundation in critical 
thinking, civic engagement, and communications. Credentials without quality 
are empty. GSU is an “island of excellence,” according to dr. Martha J. Kanter, 
former Under Secretary of the United States department of Education. With 
bold new initiatives and 64 undergraduate and graduate degree programs, GSU 
excels at providing the quality education that is essential for success in today’s 
global society. 
GSU is inclusive, providing students from varying socio-economic and cultural 
backgrounds with unequalled educational opportunities and the support – 
financial, academic, and social – they need to be successful. The award winning 
dual degree program continues to encourage community college students to 
complete both an associate and bachelor’s degree. Ninety-one percent of ddp 
students who have matriculated at GSU have either graduated or are on track to 
graduate.  
GSU is a place of civic engagement, where students learn to connect their 
studies to the responsibilities of citizenship.
GSU is a public square. We are educationally, culturally, and economically 
committed to programs and partnerships in education, healthcare, government, 
and business. The Center for the performing Arts, Nathan Manilow Sculpture 
park, and the Visual Arts Gallery bring students and community members 
together to live in the midst of art.
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2PRELUDE ........................................................................................................Encore Concert Band
 Bill Schuetter, Conductor
WELCOME AND SPEAKER INTRODUCTIONS ............................... Tony Labriola, Master of Ceremonies
PROCESSIONAL .......................................................................... Dr. Barbara Winicki, Grand Marshal
LaTonya Holmes, Excellence Award Recipient
Dr. Rosemary Johnsen, Excellence Award Recipient
 “Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1,” by Edward Elgar .................................Encore Concert Band
CALL TO ORDER ......................................................................... Dr. Barbara Winicki, Grand Marshal
NATIONAL ANTHEM ......................................................................... Felice Kimbrew, 2016 Graduate
GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ................... Brian D. Mitchell, Chair, Board of Trustees
GREETINGS FROM THE FACULTY ................................. Dr. Barbara Winicki, Faculty Senate President
GREETINGS FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ......... Dr. Knitasha Washington, Alumni Representative
INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER ..............................................Yolanda Pitts, Student Trustee
STUDENT SPEAKER ADDRESS ................................................................Debra Earl, 2016 Graduate
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS ................................................................ Dr. Elaine P. Maimon, President
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES .......................................Dr. Deborah E. Bordelon, Provost
 College of Arts and Sciences .......................................................................Dr. Reinhold Hill, Dean
 College of Education .................................................................................. Dr. Andrea Evans, Dean
 Name Readers ...................................................Dr. Deborah James, CAS – Dr. Colleen Sexton, COE 
Name Reader, Doctoral Candidates ....................................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Cada, Dean 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES .............................................................. Dr. Elaine P. Maimon, President
CLOSING REMARKS ................................................................... Tony Labriola, Master of Ceremonies
RECESSIONAL ............................................................................ Dr. Barbara Winicki, Grand Marshal
LaTonya Holmes, Excellence Award Recipient
Dr. Rosemary Johnsen, Excellence Award Recipient
 “Crown Imperial,” by William Walton ...............................................................Encore Concert Band
FANFARE SELECTION ......................................................................................Encore Concert Band
Order of Exercises
Saturday, May 14, 2016, 10 a.m.
College of Arts and Sciences   College of Education
Dr. Elaine P. Maimon
University President
Presiding
Sign language interpretation provided by Susan Bova.
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing during the Processional and Recessional.
 
ORDER OF EXERCISES
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3Order of Exercises
Saturday, May 14, 2016, 5 p.m.
College of Business   College of Health and Human Services
Dr. Elaine P. Maimon
University President
Presiding
Sign language interpretation provided by Susan Bova.
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing during the Processional and Recessional.
 
PRELUDE ........................................................................................................Encore Concert Band
 Bill Schuetter, Conductor
WELCOME AND SPEAKER INTRODUCTIONS ............................... Tony Labriola, Master of Ceremonies
PROCESSIONAL .......................................................................... Dr. Barbara Winicki, Grand Marshal
LaTonya Holmes, Excellence Award Recipient
Dr. Rosemary Johnsen, Excellence Award Recipient
 “Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1,” by Edward Elgar .................................Encore Concert Band
CALL TO ORDER ......................................................................... Dr. Barbara Winicki, Grand Marshal
NATIONAL ANTHEM .....................................................................Phillip Richardson, 2016 Graduate
GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ................... Brian D. Mitchell, Chair, Board of Trustees
GREETINGS FROM THE FACULTY ................................. Dr. Barbara Winicki, Faculty Senate President
GREETINGS FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ......................... Jamelia Hand, Alumni Representative
INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER ..............................................Yolanda Pitts, Student Trustee
STUDENT SPEAKER ADDRESS ..........................................................Dr. Joseph Klis, 2016 Graduate
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS ................................................................ Dr. Elaine P. Maimon, President
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES .......................................Dr. Deborah E. Bordelon, Provost
 College of Business ............................................................................ Dr. Ellen Foster Curtis, Dean
 College of Health and Human Services .................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Cada, Dean
 Name Readers .................................................... William Kresse, COB – Dr. Rebecca Wojcik, CHHS 
 Name Reader, Doctoral Candidates ....................................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Cada, Dean 
 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES .............................................................. Dr. Elaine P. Maimon, President
CLOSING REMARKS ................................................................... Tony Labriola, Master of Ceremonies
RECESSIONAL ............................................................................ Dr. Barbara Winicki, Grand Marshal
LaTonya Holmes, Excellence Award Recipient
Dr. Rosemary Johnsen, Excellence Award Recipient
  “Crown Imperial,” by William Walton .............................................................. Encore Concert Band
FANFARE SELECTION ......................................................................................Encore Concert Band
 
ORDER OF EXERCISES
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4This morning’s student commencement speaker, Debra Earl, has always been motivated to help others as 
an ardent advocate who speaks her mind and backs her words with actions.
After earning her bachelor’s degree from Chicago State University, Ms. Earl worked for 25 years in the 
private sector, married, and raised her family. During that time, she also faced a personal crisis that 
taught her the blessings of an extra day and what can be accomplished in one. She put her days to good 
use working for non-profit organizations focusing on at-risk youth and became active in civic engagement 
and social justice issues. She also experienced politics and advocacy in action, canvassing during 
elections and interning for a state representative and Senator Dick Durbin.
Her studies at GSU reflect her passion. As a double master’s degree student, Ms. Earl received a Master 
of Political and Justice Studies in August 2015, and she will receive a Master of Public Administration 
at today’s commencement ceremony.
At GSU, she became a member of Pi Alpha Alpha - Global Public Administration Honor Society,  
Pi Sigma Alpha - National Political Science Honor Society, Alpha Sigma Lambda - Higher Education 
Honor Society, the Master of Public Administration Club, and served on the Student Conduct Committee. 
She participated in the 2014 Midwest Political Science Conference in Chicago, presenting a poster 
paper on immigration reform. She was editor assistant for the book “The Political Roots of Racial 
Tracking in American Criminal Justice,” by Dr. Nina M. Moore of Colgate University.
Ms. Earl plans to attend law school next year and focus her career on advocacy for undocumented 
immigrants. She hopes to be instrumental in shaping the dialogue and policy toward immigration.
Celebrating Ms. Earl’s achievements with her today are her very supportive family: her husband, 
daughter, grandsons, and mother. “The support of my family has been a rare blessing and I am fortunate 
that I did not do this alone.”
Debra Earl
STUDENT SPEAKER
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5For Joseph Klis, today’s afternoon commencement ceremony speaker, the values of hard work and 
perseverance exemplified by his parents are the principles that have guided his journey. Today he crosses 
the stage as Dr. Joseph Klis, having earned his Doctorate in Physical Therapy.
As the son of immigrants, Dr. Klis’ first language was Polish. He learned English in school and never 
looked back. At a young age, he set his sights on being the first in his family to earn a degree. With a 
full tuition scholarship, he first attended Moraine Valley Community College and completed his B.S. at 
the University of Illinois-Chicago before entering the Doctorate in Physical Therapy program at Governors 
State University. 
Dr. Klis’ decision to enter physical therapy came after he spent time during high school investigating 
different healthcare fields. He shadowed E.R. physicians, pharmacists, and dentists, before discovering 
physical therapy when he took his grandmother to her appointment. When he saw the profession at work 
and witnessed firsthand how the therapist helped his grandmother achieve increased mobility, he knew 
what he wanted to do.
His determination to help others has not been limited to his work as a therapist. As a student at GSU, 
Dr. Klis has worked as a graduate assistant in New Student Programs and served as DPT class liaison, 
assisting in communication of class-related matters. He has become an active member in the Illinois 
Physical Therapy Association, serving on several committees and programs. He presented a poster 
detailing his research and work at the IPTA annual meeting. 
While earning his DPT has been his immediate goal, Dr. Klis’ determination and perseverance does 
not end here. In the future, he plans to earn additional certifications and qualifications to enable him 
to work with athletic and sports organizations. Additionally, he will continue his involvement with 
professional associations working to support the goals of the physical therapy.  
Celebrating with Dr. Klis today are his proud and supportive parents and brother.
Joseph Klis
STUDENT SPEAKER
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6Bachelor of Arts  
Felix Adams III  
Glenn Adams   
Abeer Adi   
Ghadeer Adi   
Joel Ahrenberg   
Liliana Alamillo   
Ata Alaraj ** 
David Alexander * 
Jasmine Alicea   
Monica Almaguer   
Sunayana Amin   
Timothy Anderson   
Cesar Andrade   
Salvador Arias   
Adam Arkin    
Aimee Armstrong 
Myrna Asencio   
Wanda Atterberry ** 
Anna Augustynek ** 
Sean Bailey   
Cameece Ballenger   
Judith Balogh   
Irma Barajas   
Daniel Barney   
Lloyd Batts Jr.  
Grzegorz Bednarczyk   
Jenika Belcher   
Tara Bell   
Dwanye Belle Jr. *** 
David Beltran   
Patrick Bentley    
Vivian Betouni 
Matthew Bette   
Maura Bilek   
Earltrina Blackmon   
Dashaunda Bohanon   
Rebecca Bolton * 
Kyle Bonner   
Andrea Bouie   
Kimberly Bowen-Peterson * 
Christopher Brennan ** 
Alexander Brockman   
Alvon Brown   
Derrick Brown   
Jacqueline Brown   
Sean Brown   
Shaniva Brown   
Sparkel Brown 
Barbara Brummel   
Leda Brunzie * 
James Bryson Jr. * 
Dabney Buchanan   
Lakesha Burton   
Leroy Burton   
Lance Butler   
Karolina Bzdyk *** 
Piotr Bzdyk   
Candace Capolillo *** 
Peter Cargill   
Jeffrey Carr   
Luke Carr ** 
Yesenia Carrasco   
Derrick Chambliss * 
Jehan Chapple 
Timothy Cherep *** 
Jennifer Coglianese *** 
Akesha Coleman   
Angela Coleman   
Alfred Collier Sr.  
David Collins * 
Marikay Collins   
Rebecca Colon ** 
Alicia Compton   
Jessica Connolly   
Linda Cortopassi   
Pat Crean   
Stacey Crims   
Melissa Crownover   
Joseph Crudo   
Melinda Culbreath 
Aja Curry   
John Curtin   
Manal Dabbouseh   
Jacqueline Daker *** 
Shaun Dauksas *** 
Aaron Davis   
Angenet Davis   
Catherine Davis   
James Davis ** 
Sharon Davis   
Talisha Davis   
Kyle Delnegro *** 
Tabatha Dent   
Brandon Denton   
Bryan Diaz   
Dino Distasio 
Jasmine Dorsey   
Carol Dowding * 
Courtney Doyle   
Stephanie Ducksworth   
Anil Durgut   
Tamarah Efein   
Nahed Elayyan   
Alexia Esparza * 
Victoria Eumana   
Charles Evans ** 
Dawn Ewing   
Ryan Farquharson   
Ian Faynik    
Marcus Felgenhauer ** 
Andres Fernandez    
Christopher Fielding 
Deborah Fields-Bates   
Karissa Fleming * 
Evelyn Flores   
James Foley ** 
Steven Follenweider * 
Valery Foote   
Kylla Foster   
Alaynia Franklin   
Nikki Franklin   
Kasandra Gamble * 
Anita Gawlak * 
Malaika Gay   
David Gethers * 
Christine Gilhooly * 
Heather Glockler    
Kelly Goetzler 
Dustin Gray   
Darlene Gray-Everett *** 
Vankettia Green   
Angel Green-Cholke   
Monika Gruszczyk *** 
Michelle Hale   
Alana Hall   
Jeremy Hamann   
Ericka Hamilton   
Aina Harris   
Nizar Hasan *** 
Sade Hayes   
Melanie Haza   
Taylor Heard   
Jacquelyn Hedderman   
Donna Heitz Gray 
Jacqueline Hernandez   
Jessica Herridge   
Breanna Hightower   
Jennifer Hinton   
Sarah Hirsch *** 
Ryan Hobby   
Myisha Holmes   
Megan Homann   
Kyle Horn * 
Terri Hoskins   
Lisa Hovel   
Karmen Howard   
Prescious Hubbard ***   
Maysa Ihmud * 
Dawn Isenhart    
Aiam Jaber 
Joyce Jackson   
Lisa Jackson   
Michael Jafilan   
Jennifer Jiles   
Paul Jimenez *** 
Dawanna Johnson   
Faith Johnson   
Michelle Johnson   
Sarah Johnson   
Shaquita Johnson   
Tamara Johnson   
Catina Jones   
Larry Jones   
Leon Jones Jr.  
Marlene Jones    
Melanie Jones 
Shequile Jones   
Shondra Jones   
Thaddeus Jones Jr. * 
Victoria Jones   
David Kachiroubas   
Joseph Kasper * 
Kara Kentner *** 
Michael Kernan   
Felice Kimbrew   
Monica King * 
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
Academic honors awarded to undergraduate students only. 
For Commencement, cumulative GPA calculated through Fall 2015.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES  
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7Kaitlyn Klopp   
Maureen Koce   
Sylwia Kowalczyk   
Malgorzata Krawiec   
Spencer Krohn   
Joseph Kus 
Anthony Kwasek   
Brianna Kwasek   
Grace Lawrence   
Abigail Lebioda *** 
LaShonda Lewis   
Niyah Lewis   
Frederick Lindsay   
Katie Lindsey-McCoy   
Nicole Lipscomb   
Paul Lorenzini ** 
Aungelique Lucas   
Christine Lux   
Timothy Lyons   
Dawonna Mack   
Bianca MacNeal    
Sanar Majdobeh 
Marcos Maldonado   
Dafina Maliqi * 
Devin Malliett * 
Daniel Malloy   
Miguel Marino Castillo   
Vedrana Markovic   
Josephine Martey   
Angela Martin   
Janaan Martinez   
Raji Martinez *** 
Victor Maruszak   
Annelee Mascarella *** 
Iesha Mason   
Robert Matias * 
Hannah Matichak    
Stephanie Matos 
Kimberly Mayfield   
Andrew McArthur *** 
Lindsey McCastle * 
Kenda McGaughy   
Terrell McKinney   
Susan McMullen * 
Gina Melendez   
Leslie Menninga   
Taiylore Merriweather   
Krista Meyers   
Robert Meyers   
Harris Mian ** 
Brooke Miller   
Anita Mitchell   
Tyra Mitchell   
Briana Mitok 
Bashaer Mohamad   
Janice Montgomery   
Gabriela Montoya * 
Maria Montoya   
Belinda Moore   
Vivian Moore   
Sonia Moore-Price   
Julio Morel   
Tamara Morgan   
Michael Morsovillo   
Watoris Mosley   
John Moss   
Calvin Muenchow *** 
Guadalupe Munoz * 
Ashley Murphy    
Daniel Murphy 
Shauna Murray   
Marc Musselman   
Krystle Nance   
Evan Nave §
Danyel Nelson * 
Tonia Nelson   
Lois Nemeth   
Sheila Nesbit   
Stella Nichols ** 
Tashea Nichols   
Stephanie Nicks   
Jasmine Ochoa   
Ebenezer Okrah *** 
Terry O’Neal *** 
Jessica O’Young    
Michelle Palmore 
Kenneth Pannaralla   
Susan Pate   
Michelle Pawela   
Rashanda Payne   
Shari Payne   
Gina Pechulis   
Kristy Pedigo   
Lea Perez   
Manuel Perez Venegas *** 
Sheila Perry   
Domonique Peteet   
Phoebe Peterson   
Erica Petraitis   
Tarcianikki Pillows   
Shedell Pinkney   
Tammie Pitts 
James Powers   
Nancy Preston   
Denise Price   
Rasheaka Proctor   
Thomas Pruim   
Matthew Prusak   
Alexandria Ramos   
Michael Rampage   
Tracii Randolph   
Diana Rangel   
Debra Rash   
David Raska   
Teresa Repetny   
Maurisha Rice   
Phillip Richardson    
Regina Richardson 
Patrick Riemersma   
Elizabeth Rivera   
Tatiana Roberson   
Max Roberts * 
Nia Robertson   
Darius Robinson   
Tandra Robinson   
John Rochon Jr. *** 
Nellina Rogers   
Sheila Rogers-Kyte   
Tony Roop *** 
Lauren Rose   
Karla Runnels   
Jonquil Russell   
Tiffany Saletta-Kerrigan    
Joy Sanders 
Tonesha Sanders   
Vernea Sanders   
Jasmine Santoyo   
Matthew Savage   
Jessica Schneider *** 
Matthew Sedlacek   
Konrad Sek   
Aiste Seskaite   
Yamini Shah ** 
Mechele Shinall   
Courtney Shipp   
Elizabeth Siegel   
Eric Sieruga   
Latoya Simpson   
Laura Simpson *** 
Amanda Sitar 
Gelisa Smith   
Kevin Smith * 
Carrie Smith-Wrich * 
Kirsten Smock   
Elijah Sofowora   
Colleen Soppet   
Matthew Spencer   
Thomas Stillwell   
Renee Stone   
Danielle Stringfellow   
Telvia Suarez   
Ellis Sutton Jr. 
Leif Swan *** 
Christine Szpunar   
Brandon Taylor    
Dineen Taylor 
Yevgen Tefledzhuk   
Sade Thomas-Adams   
Zarak Thompson Sr.  
Bruce Todd   
Ryan Togliatti   
Mary Toomey *** 
Avishkar Trivedi   
Harry Valentine Jr.
Johnta Valentine   
Mychael Vanarsdale   
Lakesha Vaughn   
Bertha Versetto   
Marko Vesin   
Oumou Wague   
Janette Waksmanski    
Linda Walker 
Trelynn Walker   
Yvonne Walker   
Andrea Ward   
Nina Watts   
David Weinthaler *** 
Peter Weitzel *** 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES  
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
Academic honors awarded to undergraduate students only. 
For Commencement, cumulative GPA calculated through Fall 2015.
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8Bradley Wheeler *** 
Jasmine White   
Nicole White   
Harold Whitehead Jr.
Lukasz Wierzbicki   
Casimir Wilgosiewicz *** 
DeAnthony Wilkins   
Camiella Williams   
Lashaunda Williams   
Jennifer Williams-Mubarak 
John Wilson   
Stephanie Wojewoda   
Alyssa Wolfe   
Brittney Woods   
Latasha Woods   
Dashawn Woolfolk   
Tashya Wright   
Cherry Young ** 
Lanie Young   
Tiffany Young   
Patricia Zamudio   
Nicole Zarnecki ** 
 
Bachelor of Fine Arts    
Andre Grady   
Kayla Kreiniker    
Manuel Mendieta 
Jessica Roeda *§
James Saverson   
David Sifuentes   
 
Bachelor of Science    
Rachel Avelis   
Anupama Ayyala Somayajula 
Grover Barnes   
Anthony Bennett   
Mir Bilal ** 
Matthew Chase   
Alan Cook   
Kevin Davis   
Melissa Davlantis   
Annie Detloff *** 
Mircea Dimb*  
Ryan Easton 
Jennifer Elenteny-Mejia   
Muna El-Natour   
Olayinka Erogbogbo   
Jake Flanagan   
Jerrica Flanagan   
Juan Flynn * 
Tanya Ghannam   
Rosemarie Griffin   
Kaleigh Gruben   
Janusz Guros *** 
Omar Hassan   
Piotr Iwaszek   
Jason Jordan ** 
Elizabeth Keyes   
Hani Khatib *** 
Steven Kolb 
Edwin Koszulinski ** 
Gemma Koszulinski   
Lynette Kruck * 
Perla Lamie   
Everardo Lorenzo-Morales   
John Maleady * 
Gerardo Mangila   
Jeff Marlowe   
Eliceo Martinez Jr.
Grzegorz Maryniarczyk*** 
Mike Matook   
Greg McCollum   
Brian Menke *** 
Eric Miulli *** 
David Nee    
Kristen Newberry 
Bidemi Ogbara * 
Similoluwa Oluwole *** 
Justin Pakula   
Shenique Payne   
Adlin Pazmino   
Zaid Rafati   
Arturo Ramos   
Tywaun Rogers   
Eric Rosas   
Axel Rutter * 
Alyssa Semetis   
Jose Serrano ** 
David Shelton ** 
Farhan Siddiqui * 
Megan Soto    
John Stercay 
Derrick Tolliver   
Mateusz Topor   
Armando Torrez   
Damian Tucker *** 
Mustafa Turshan   
Francisco Vasquez *** 
Veroljub Velickovic   
Michael Villanueva   
Alyssa Walker   
Eric Wisch   
Matthew Wohlberg * 
Ahmad Yasin   
Michael Zapata   
Alexandra Zarack   
Joseph Zuklic   
Master of Arts  
Linda Abrahamson   
Mukaram Abu-Issa   
Mariam Adi   
Sandra Alvarado   
Lyne’ya Anderson   
Antonio Artis   
Ammanuel Melaku Ayalew   
Clarence Ayers   
Jeanette Baker   
Reginald Barker   
Bridgette Battle   
Russell Bergtold   
Cherish Brown   
Valencia Brown   
Gabriela Carranza    
Christina Carrarini 
Lisa Cavanaugh   
Christina Christner   
Mara Coleman   
Arimis Collins   
Cynthia Culpepper   
Candace Dade   
Yakeea Daniels   
Kathy Davis   
Kimberly Davis   
Jose De La Paz   
Casey Diamond   
Mary Dill   
Roberta Drake   
Meisha Edwards-White   
Alyssa Ewing    
James Fisher 
Paulette Foster   
Christy Fresas   
Miguel Frost   
Jacquelyn Gilles   
Willie Gordon   
Janet Grier   
Tynisha Harding-Smith   
Angela Hayward   
Sean Heilig   
Lillian Jackson   
Carrie Johnson   
Sylvia Jones   
Raida Khamis   
Michael LaCien   
Evelyn Lovelace   
Sharon Massenburg 
Angela McDowell-Richards   
George McDuffie   
Paulette McKinnis   
Steven McNeela   
David Melnyczenko   
Annette Mitchell   
Patricia Moore   
Teri Moore   
Carol Morris   
Thorntone Murray   
Robert Nawrot   
Kristie Nieman   
Julian Nunnally   
Steven Pelino   
Edwidge Philizaire    
Delton Pierce 
Ouidie Pollard   
Sylvia Ponce De Leon   
Carisha Pulley   
Dibran Ramadani   
Charmaine Reed   
Angela Sales   
Rose Santiago-Estrada   
Michelle Sebasco   
Christopher Senese   
Kimberly Shannon   
Lauren Shelby   
Stephanie Shostok   
Kimberly Spivey   
Cynthia Staples   
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES  
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
Academic honors awarded to undergraduate students only. 
For Commencement, cumulative GPA calculated through Fall 2015.
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9Lisa Strickland    
Phyllis Taylor 
Angela Thornton   
Monica Vergara   
Francesca Walker   
Cindy Walters   
Antron Washington   
Sarah Wegley   
Cynthia Williams   
Michelle Williams   
Shareesia Wilson   
Measha Young    
Master of Fine Arts    
Walter Banasiak   
Peter Bosy   
Hakeela Buford   
Levilyn Chriss   
Kevin Connaughton 
Nikki Daily   
Jill Lobianco-Bartalis   
Christopher Martin   
Robert Mason   
Joyce Speechley   
Joshua Young    
Master of Public 
Administration    
Shaneice Berry   
James Bianchi   
Joey Brooks   
Holly Brown   
LaDonna Brown   
Schunita Carter   
Agueda Corona   
Rochelle Davis    
Kyra Durr 
Debra Earl   
Terra Ester   
Davina Frazier   
Gabrielle Maberry   
Robin Miles   
Keturah Moss   
Omosola Odusanya   
David Owen   
Levetta Parker   
Sheretta Patterson   
Ouidie Pollard   
Jonathan Queen   
Martha Silva   
Akiba Smith (posthumously)  
Kimberly Spivey    
Kara Srsha 
Jayme Taylor   
Crystal Thomas   
Herbert Turner III  
Tiesha Vernon   
Errica Weatherspoon   
Grady Wheaton Jr. 
Master of Science    
Mohammed Abdul Qadeer 
 Aali   
Asmaa Abdulhameed   
Mothe Adithya   
Obaid Ahmed   
Ajay Kumar Akarapu   
Reddysagar Akkaru Chenchu 
Salvador Alcantar   
Uday Kiran Allamudi   
Aparna Allusivala 
Swetha Susan Alur   
Sharanya Amuduri   
Jyothsna Annepu   
Papineni Anoop   
Hima Bindu Aradadi   
Satyanarayana Asundi   
Anitha Avula   
Mounica Avuthu   
Sreeja Babers   
Sriyakar Reddy Baddam   
Bilal Bailey   
Bhargavi Ballamudi   
Mounika Bandaru   
Rob Belin   
Jagadeep Reddy Bhimireddy  
Manoj Reddy Bhimireddy    
Ugendra Bhuvan Bobba 
Abhilash Boggavarapu   
Matthew Brady   
Santhoshini Chakrapani   
Preethika Chanda   
Surya Teja Cherala   
Priyanka Reddy Chinkeri   
Vidyanath Chittiprolu   
Krishna Prasad Chouty    
Amanda Cobb   
Chandrakanth Reddy Dasari   
Vamshider Reddy Dasari   
Sairam Dasu   
Prathibha Davuluri   
Sumanth Deeti   
Nagaraju Deshini   
Lenkala Devendar Reddy    
Kamala Manasa Dhara 
Madhuri Dharmala   
Pratima Dharmala   
Patrick Douglas   
George Dovgin Jr.  
Sean Dwyer   
Radhika Eedara   
Naresh Emmadi   
Varun Chowdhary Enjum   
Richard Evans 
Laura Finley   
Charles Flemming Jr.
Shiva Sai Kumar Gaday   
Sruthi Gaddam   
Krishna Pavan Gandi   
Pavan Kumar Gangavarapu   
Anil Gangishetti    
Geetha Ganta    
Shekar Reddy Gattu 
Vivek Reddy Gayam   
Mansoor Ghazanfer   
Audrey Givens   
Sandeep Gopal   
Revanth Reddy Gujja   
Bhavana Reddy Gunamgari   
Pranav Gopal Reddy Gundra  
Maneesh Gunnala Ranga 
 Rao   
Bharath Gunta   
Sai Rathna Reddy   
 Hanumandla   
Reuven Hicks   
Kelly Howell   
Mohammed Irfan   
Sanjay Jaival   
Sam John    
Lauren Johnson 
Kranthi Kumar Reddy   
 Kallem   
Srinivasa Raju Kallepalli   
Nikith Reddy Kalva   
Yashwanth Kumar Kalwa    
Divyasri Kambhampati   
Sushrutha Kumari   
 Kanuganti   
Naresh Kanyakanti   
Varun Kumar Kattekolu   
Bhuvana Chandra   
 Katterasila   
Jahnavi Keerthipati   
Vinay Keerthipati   
Mohammad Khan   
Sameer Khan   
Douglas Kman   
Madhurika Kommidi   
Vinay Reddy Kondam   
Ujjwal Kumar Chowdary 
 Konka 
Vinod Kontam   
Venkata Siva Koppuravuri   
Durga Prasad Kosuri   
Phanindhar Kothapalli   
Aashray Kovi   
Shashank Reddy Kuchukulla 
Manoj Kukkala   
Ashrita Kunchala   
Mallikharjuna Rao Kurapati   
Suresh Kumar Kurapati   
Vamshidhar Reddy Lega   
Chengpeng Li   
Siva Machineni   
Pranavi Reddy Madadi   
Phani Hemanth Maddali    
Bhanuprakash Madupati 
Chellu Mahesh Babu   
Ashok Mamidi   
Sushmita Mamidi   
Sindhura Reddy Mandadi   
Sravani Manne   
Sai Srinivas Mantrala   
Anudeep Masetty   
Sai Merugu   
Prathyusha Metla   
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES  
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
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Bachelor of Arts    
Mona Abdulhadi   
Reem Abudayyeh   
Jason Adams   
Ismail Alarab   
Elizabeth Albrecht ** 
Steven Allen   
Aiman Alramahi   
Dana Alshamali   
McKenna Andrews    
Alexandria Arce 
Vanity Arrington   
Zina Arroyo   
Aswani Ayyala Somayajula   
Nina Bailey   
Sarah Bettenhausen   
Joshua Blake   
David Brown ** 
Jenell Bryant   
Natasha Buffaloe * 
Bellena Buries-Goodwin   
Jose Bustos   
Elise Campe   
Brittni Cartalino   
Nicole Cassidy   
Nicolai Cebotariov *** 
Marcella Celestine 
Nicholas Cole   
Lynn Cook   
Quinton Crudup   
Lukasz Dabros   
James Denton *** 
Anastasia Dillon   
Jake Easton* 
Brittney Esparza   
Michelle Fajnor   
Rachel Fortune   
Elizabeth Freitag *** 
Aminadev Garduno   
Zachary Green   
Lacie Haggard   
Cheryl Harmon    
Keisha Holmes 
Tamika Howard   
Moayad Jaber   
Keenyatta Jackson   
Charisse Johnson   
Matthew Johnson ** 
Sujoud Jumah   
Megan Kallemeyn   
Iqbal Karim   
Stephanie Karl   
Rhonda Keller   
Kevin Kelly * 
Ala Khatib   
Rania Khatib   
Melissa Krok   
Ramzi Laban    
Cynthia Lacey 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
Academic honors awarded to undergraduate students only. 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES  
Krishnakar Mogili   
Aslam Mohammad   
Ateeq Uddin 
Mohammed   
Ateeqoddin 
Mohammed   
Atifullah Khan 
Mohammed   
Firasat Ali Mohammed  
Ishaq Mohammed 
Kaleem Danish 
Mohammed   
Shuja Ur Rahman  
 Mohammed   
Taufeeq Mohammed   
Wahed Ali Mohammed  
Mohammed Azhar Ali   
Ramachandran Mohan  
Mohid Emrooz   
Qutub Mohiuddin   
Phanendar Movva   
Sri Vidya Rani 
 Mudunuri   
Sravankumar Reddy 
 Mukkonda   
Sai Kiran Munigala   
Saikrishna Munigala   
Naga Krishna Reddy 
 Muppidi   
Mohammed Muslim 
 Sharif   
Lokeshwar Reddy  
 Nalavolu    
Radhakrishna Nalluri 
Ravali Nirumalla   
Gopichand Pallepati   
Sravan Kumar Palleti   
Rushika Goud Pally   
Ramakrishna Pamarthi 
Dilip Kumar Pampana   
Sandhya Vani Pasam   
Deepakkumar Patel   
Urmi Patel   
Tejaswi Patha   
Anil Kumar Paudala   
Chandra Sekhar 
Pinnamaneni   
Santosh Pothuganti   
Srinivas Pothuguntla   
James Potulny    
Kambhampati Pramod 
Kartheek Punna   
Sudharshan Reddy  
 Putha   
Mohammed Asifuddin  
 Quraishi   
Deborah Radford   
Gogi Raghavendra   
Monika Rallabandi   
Sarmishta   
 Ramamoorthy  
 Venkatanarasimhan   
Priyanka Ranga   
Motru Ranjith Kiran   
Manish Rankawat   
Sai Krishna Raparthi   
Syam Sada   
Samala Saimohan   
Faisal Saleem   
Kalyan Lakshman  
 Samavedam    
Deepika Sandhadi 
Shivaprasad Reddy  
 Sangireddy   
Sai Roopak Sarva   
Rohit Satpute   
Michael Schmidt   
Ananda Rami Reddy  
 Seelam   
Nadeh Ali Shafizadeh   
Javed Shaik   
Naveed Shaik   
Sudhakar Shamul   
Chamma Krishan  
 Sharma   
Kumar Vaibhav   
 Sharma   
Rajitha Siripurapu   
Chittabathini Sowjanya 
Tejaswi Sura   
Koushik Kumar   
 Suragoni    
Muthyala Surya Teja 
Janagam Swathi   
Ahmad Munir Rizwi  
 Syed   
Ahmed Faraaz Syed   
Ahmed Hussaini Syed   
Moqthar Ali Syed   
Vikas Tammanagari   
Rajitha Thippireddy   
Anupchandra Thogiti   
Naga Sruthi Tiyyagura   
Shobhan Babu Tula   
Ananddixith Vaddi   
Yashwant Kumar Vaddi 
Ramya Vakity   
Swathi Vanga   
Harinath Reddy  
 Vangeti   
Peddineni Vardhan  
 Choudary 
Sharat Kumar Vasa   
Narahari Krishna  
 Vasala   
Tarun Mithilesh Vecha   
Bhargav S Chandra  
 Kumar Roy   
 Veeramachaneni   
Himaja Vejju   
Umakanth Vellanki   
Satya Deepthi Vemula   
Vinusha Chowdary  
 Vemuri   
Shivaraj Vodapalli   
Krishna Vootkuri   
Kranthi Sudha   
 Vudatha   
Veerendra Vundavalli    
Janith Wiehe   
Vikas Kumar Reddy  
 Yanala   
Taruni Yeluru
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William Langner   
Jashia Lewis   
Eric Linnell   
Michael Loboz   
Jennifer Lundgren   
Lauren Malmquist   
John Manno   
Frank Mategrano Jr.
Kimberly Mattison   
Jason McDermott   
Taylor Miller   
Taylor Miller   
Brittany Moore   
Carrie Morano   
Jonathan Mouritzen   
Kyle Mrozek 
Lakiesha Murphy * 
Steven Mutz* 
Ameen Nabhan   
Luis Najera II  
Vicente Nava   
Paris Payton   
Nicholas Pentek   
Ariel Perez   
Michael Pfister   
David Phelan   
Michael Picard   
Beata Piotrowska   
Felicia Polanski ** 
Kenneth Proctor III * 
Gina Ragland    
Darien Rath 
Ahmad Razick   
Renita Richard   
Debra Richardson-Ballard   
Lanita Robinson   
Racheal Romo   
Roberto Saldivar   
Marwa Saleh   
Ehab Salem   
Verenice Sanchez   
Brittney Senor   
Jennifer Smith   
Zinsou Sossou   
Laurel Szmuksta   
Stacy Thomas   
Christina Tursi    
Melissa Utter 
Higinia Vazquez   
Rebecca Vowell   
Darren Woods * 
Paulette Young   
Mohammed Yousef   
 
Bachelor of Science    
Blessing Akinola   
Darnell Aytch   
Adam Balauskas   
Jordan Benn   
Lonnie Branch   
Joseph Brennan   
Kelly Brennan   
Noelle Caputo   
Dustin Carnes 
Kari Coe   
Marvin Cunanan   
Jonathan Dandurand   
Andrea Demma   
Erin Drisi *** 
Sara Duitmann   
Max Durrant   
Lya Foster   
Tiffany Freeman   
San Juanita Gonzalez   
Katherine Gorszczyk   
David Guerrero Jr.
Amy Hildeman *** 
Andrew Hummel   
Mike Johnson    
Muhamad Judeh 
Ronald Konieczki II  
Lena Lade   
Jasmine Lucas   
Barbara Lukasz * 
Tina Maisonneuve * 
Chris Mall* 
Carlos Marin-Ortiz   
Miguel Martinez   
Carmen Maurella III  
James McCollam   
Adriana Mendoza   
Aya Mohammad   
Casey Moss ** 
Brian Murphy   
Jasmine Murphy    
Matthew Peerbolte 
Nakia Price   
Lindsay Proskey   
Elisa Puente   
Helen Reynolds ** 
William Rushton   
Cynthia Sanchez   
Patricia Savage * 
Kathryn Short   
Thomas Siska   
Justina Skwarko *** 
Angela Stevens * 
Brett Swiontek   
Mandi Telin   
Matthew Tybor   
Tania Urbina   
Angela Verma 
Raven Wallace * 
Jessica Willis   
Michael Wilson *** 
Natalie Wright   
James Young   
Amanda Zapata    
Master of Business 
Administration    
Samuel Adebayo   
Sheena Aikens   
Ahmad Bader   
Mahmoud Bader   
Ryan Bonk   
Priscilla Carroll   
Nicole Clark   
Matthew Copot    
Said Deeb 
Mark DeHaan   
Ashley Floyd   
Laura Griffin   
Darren Heldt   
Janelle Herr   
Vicki King   
David Kuhne   
Richmond Kwawu   
Marina Machado   
Derrick Manuel   
Flavia Moretti Bueno   
Elhachmi Moutaouakkil   
Kristen Neal   
George Nelson   
Khaled Nijmeh    
Craig Pacha 
Alan Paramo   
Catherine Paulius   
Reginald Plummer   
Sarah Rogers   
Gloria Sharara   
Deshola Spencer   
Salman Syed   
Nicole Tarnowski   
DeVonna Walker   
Eric Ward   
Saquenna Watkins   
Hui Xia   
Jennifer Zaino   
Master of Science
Vance Barnes    
Chris Boylan 
Marcus Butler-Davis   
Brian Driscoll   
Shameka Johnson   
Melanie Martin   
Steven Mertes   
Pamela Quinta Nkonghonyo   
Colin Norwich   
Teela Pearson   
Tanya Perry   
Samantha Sloan   
Aaron Souza   
Edward Fudacz   
Neal Martin   
Jeremy Mead   
Arpitaben Patel    
Karen Ross 
Daniel Rourke Jr.
John Vos   
 
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
Academic honors awarded to undergraduate students only. 
For Commencement, cumulative GPA calculated through Fall 2015.
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Bachelor of Arts  
Teo Abrego * 
Tierra Aikens   
Ayojide Akinrinmade   
Lorrie Alexander   
Omsiah Alghadban   
Tamara Arnold * 
Rose Atkins   
Paxton Bahr   
Ann Ballout ** 
Larissa Barker *** 
Tamika Barker   
Sarah Barracca *  
Chelsea Baylon 
Kendra Benson *** 
Rebecca Besbekos   
Desiree Billets   
Janene Blair   
Lauren Bowen   
Jeffrey Brandner ** 
Karen Bryant *** 
Yadira Bustamante * 
Anam Butt    
Frank Cardone Jr.
Jessica Carufel ** 
Shayla Christopher   
Katherine Cisneros *** 
Samantha Cook   
Sonnie Cousins    
Jonathan Cruz 
Monica Cuellar   
Letitia Cullens * 
Ashleigh Dexter *** 
Adreanna Doizan   
Josh Douglas   
Qiana Dukes   
Sandra Dunn ** 
Ana Espejo   
Rebecca Fabian ** 
Marisa Fausch ** 
Janine Ferguson-Marshall   
Stephanie Ferkula   
Kelly Foley   
Brittany Frangella   
Amairani Garcia   
Emily Garcia 
Heriberto Garza   
Carmella Glenn   
Jeanne Golec *** 
Joseph Goncher * 
Joshua Graff   
Joshua Gravitt *** 
Melanie Gustafson *** 
Melissa Guzman   
Caitlin Halloran * 
Dena Hammad   
Jessica Hase   
Nur Hassan * 
Andrew Head   
Carmen Hernandez   
Crisstian Hernandez ***  
Courtney Hilt 
Tera Hopkins   
Rebecca Hunter *** 
Wisal Hwaij * 
Marlo Ingram *** 
Veronica Jordan   
Natalie Klippenstein   
Karen Koca *** 
Jessica Kowalewski   
Kaitlyn Kropp   
Courtney Kuchan   
Agnieszka Kwiecinski ** 
Shawna Landry-Brooks   
Jaclyn Larson   
Deana Laster   
Benjamin Lawrence ***  
Sara Lello 
Patrick Lennon   
Timothy Lewandowski   
Alisha Lewis   
Chavonne Little   
Laura Lopez *** 
Paulette Louis   
Renee Lowery   
Allison Mackert   
Joseph Mackin   
Kelly Martin   
Olivia Martinez   
Rana Masood * 
Chalimar McAllister   
Angela McDonald   
Elaine McLeod   
Joshua McPhail 
Michael Mines *** 
Hector Miranda   
Barbara Moore   
Gabrielle Moore   
Sarah Moore   
Vera Moore   
Courtney Mosher   
Jacquelyn Nickel   
Doris Nkwogu   
Ayanna Nolan   
Mary Nugent   
Nadia Ochoa ** 
Linda Omari * 
Megan Omiecinski   
Jamie Overland    
Claudia Padilla 
Johnny Page   
Terrence Parker *** 
Mark Payton   
Lakesha Peden   
Lauren Pisarski   
Corderro Pollard   
Basubi Quiller   
Suhayb Rahima * 
Nerxhivane Ramadani   
Nicole Ratliff   
Robbin Reynolds   
Tehla Rhea   
Charles Robinson   
America Rocha   
Elizabeth Roth    
Sandra Scott 
Jaloni Shead   
Scott Slager ** 
Megan Souffrant   
Aleena Spina * 
Breanne Stark
Irene Stewart ** 
Vera Stewart   
Amy Studer ** 
Previa Sullivan   
Terrence Swick   
Derek Tavares   
Fabiola Taylor   
Brittany Thomas   
Leah Thomas   
Tiffany Thomas *** 
Kayla Travis 
James Vandommelen   
Raquel Vanloon   
Maricela Vega   
Ashley Walsh ** 
Jermaine Watson * 
Michaelene Weidman   
Tiffany Wells   
Tenial Whitted   
Denika Williams   
Melissa Williams   
Robyn Wilson   
Lisa Wilson-Davis   
Courtney Woods   
Anitra Young   
Nina Zalewski   
Master of Arts  
Nicholas Anello   
Lindsey Athans   
Marissa Backlin   
Kellie Barros   
Amie Bernard   
Christina Bilyk   
Elizabeth Blaha   
Thomas Blake   
Melissa Bonavia   
Erinn Boone   
Khadijah Bradford   
Keith Braxton   
Lauren Breit   
Jessica Brewer   
Sally Burke    
Brenda Butcher 
Christie Byrd-Thurman   
Ryan Capriotti   
Amanda Catellier   
Christopher Ciesla   
Amina Dahleh   
Kimberly Darche   
Lisa Davi   
Gregory Dean Jr.
Loraine Dee   
Timothy Dennis   
Sierra Dockery   
Kristin Doherty   
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
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Nicole Dore   
Jeanetta Edwards   
Jennifer Engemann    
Anne Eyer 
Sarah Ezell   
Jason Florin   
ToLaya Geredine   
Jean Giedraitis   
Tara Griffin   
Cerelia Hampton   
Kevyn Harmon   
Kelly Hein   
Latasha Ingram   
Heather Janicke   
Joshua Johnson   
Danielle King   
Rachel Klekot   
Jennifer Kressel   
Carli Lobraco 
Warnell Ludington   
Venessa Martinez   
Amy Martins Loy   
April Mazziotta   
David McCord   
Scott McKenith   
Latina McMillan   
Monica Miller   
Veronica Monarrez   
Lucero Moreno   
Enchelle Morris   
Alyssa Mostyn   
Cara Nicholson   
Kellie Olson   
Janice Opitz    
Angela Osting 
Janiesa Owens   
Stephen Paredes   
Katherine Paulson   
Candyce Perry   
Leroy Peters   
Erica Petersen   
Stephanie Popp   
Jenna Putman   
Richard Randolph   
Jessica Reeder   
Stephen Remmert   
Kierra Richardson   
Francis Ruane   
Laura Ruvoli   
Danielle Schaar    
Zellessia Sherrod 
MaryKay Shropshire   
Erica Smith   
Rachel Smith   
Leslie Sologaistoa   
Ruth Stone   
Kathryn Sulkowski   
Krystal Sullivan   
Stacey Swanson   
Richard Tarbunas   
Ashley Toms   
Felicia Towers   
Benjamin Twietmeyer   
Angeliki Vassiliou   
Daniel Vergara   
Erica Washington   
Kristin Welsh 
Leah West   
Danielle Wilkins   
Renee Witherspoon   
Teresa Woodard   
Amy Younker   
Abby Yukich   
Joann Zambrano   
Annie Zegarac    
Doctor of Education    
Paul Adams   
Tiffany Gethers   
Nakee Holloway 
Keith Jemison   
Shaniqua Jones   
Colleen Kenost
Jeffrey Kulik   
Iyana Mason   
William McClinton   
Kashunda McGriff   
Okeycha Pettigrew   
Carla Roberson   
Guray Taysever 
Lisa Wallace   
Kimberly Wesley   
Shealyn Wolfe   
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
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Bachelor of Health 
Administration   
Ghadeer Ahmad   
Asma Alshaikh   
Suzan Barakat    
Regina Barnes 
James Bartlett   
Bridget Bean   
Jasmine Blunt   
Sheree Bowen   
Matthew Bradley   
Latasha Campbell * 
Lela Cannon   
Alyssa Conoboy   
Alaina Dahbur   
Tiffany Dean   
Brittany Deriggi   
Aman Dhaliwal   
Kellie Finn   
Michelle Furlan   
Santana Gills   
Noor Halawa 
Heather Hammond   
Lisa Hardin   
Dana Hasselbring   
Jaime Heath   
Jordan Isaac   
Nadean Joudeh   
Cathy Ju ** 
Lana Kaptur   
Kimiko Kincade   
Vivian Kudla   
Vanessa Lamarre   
Rochelle Lipscomb   
Erica Madden   
Wala Majid   
Brittany Marciniak **  
Kourtney McKittrick 
Mark Merigold   
Robin Nesbit   
Susan Omotosho   
Kamila Orawiec   
Adriana Ortiz   
Michelle Rehbock   
Natalie Russell   
Tiffany Salazar   
Sharif Salman   
Jennifer Slaughter   
Sylvia Sparks   
Lori Tison*** 
Rochelle Tolar   
Consandra Tyler-Miller   
Emily Vlasaty   
Bachelor of Health 
Science  
Shoroq Al-Hussein   
Marissa Almazan   
Jessica Ayala   
Elise Bertucci   
Ashley Bridgeforth   
Martha Buchanan   
Joy Bueta ** 
Brittany Busse   
Taylor Caffrey ** 
Hannah Carey   
Briana Clark   
Ashley Cleveland 
Sheila Coghlan Vuckovich    
Courtney Cole   
Darrell Coleman   
Emily Cullen   
Stephanie Czernek 
Stephanie Diaz-Soriano   
Lameka Dorch   
Katherine Drozd   
Amy Eichhorn   
Ayaat Elzaibak   
Bianca Favela   
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Michele Forsythe   
Jason Gall *** 
Brittni Galloway   
Esmeralda Gonzalez   
Jacinda Gonzalez   
Kelly Gonzalez   
Ashley Gordon   
Kristina Gudauskas   
Emily Gut *  
Anna Guzy 
Kristi Harrell   
Talia Henderson   
Nikia Hollie   
Lauren Kendryna   
Alexis Kish   
Dustin Klimczak   
Meghan Lause *** 
Christopher Ledonne   
Julie Lee * 
Maggie Madia   
Shavon McCline * 
Lupita Medina   
Sandra Meza   
Jennifer Miller   
Barbara Monroe 
Pertina Morgan 
Beverly Morton   
Chriskaly Ngo   
Francine Ostrowski   
Mayette Pardillo-Cole   
Isabella Parise §
Amber Pavloski   
Amanda Peterson *** 
Lindsey Phillips   
Sheila Ramsay   
Ashanti Robinson   
Janee Rubio * 
Tanya Salgado   
Aimee Sanders   
Hannah Schutt * 
Suzanne Scrimenti *** 
Lorena Silva 
Courtney Smith   
Garrett Spivey   
Esther Taylor   
Emily Urbanski   
Shanee Weisinger   
Sylvia White   
Catrice Williams   
Mahmud Yassin   
Antoinette Zwiener   
Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing    
Myisha Adams   
Olusegun Ajibade   
Ablavi Amou-Berry   
Vera Appiah-Dankwah    
Terence Atanga 
Sophia Bracey   
Christie Brown   
Tracy Campbell-McBrearty   
Daniel Ceko   
Marcia Chimino   
Janelle Cooper   
Ginger Dean   
Deborah Dortch   
Carla Elmore   
Jade Enriquez   
Olumide Fagbemi   
Renette Genous   
Joyce Go   
Theodise Harris   
Jamie Hartley    
Elisher Harvey 
Beth Hicks   
Carlyn Husbands   
Ivy Jones   
Michele Junious Lyons   
Komlan Kekeh   
Lorraine Lanigan   
Jodi Loferski   
Sarah Macak   
Jessica Miller   
Rosanjela Molina * 
Desmond Norris   
Augustina Obomanu   
Valentine Onyima ** 
Darren Pavlovich   
Lisa Purcell *** 
Trevor Rabka 
Monika Reyes   
Olivia Simpri   
Cathryn Sotak * 
Stacey Stone-Triplett   
Michael Taylor Jr. *** 
Eduardo Torres   
Denise Vanarsdale   
Deborah Williams   
Amanda Witry   
Katarzyna Ziuzianska    
Bachelor of Social Work  
Kiara Anderson   
Lalema Bakate   
Felicia Baston * 




Patricia Burton   
Yvette Cantrell * 
Jessica Cardwell   
Ashley Chapman * 
Jerry Davis El   
Lisa DeLaura   
Gloria Dotson-Lewis ** 
Fania Doxy** 
Mark Dupree   
Yvonne Edward   
Paula Ferguson * 
Shaniqua Ford ** 
Jetaun Gardner    
Nicolette Giblin 
Melissa Glass   
Kirsten Grosvenor * 
Elizabeth Halloran** 
Tiffany Hayatt   
Michelle Henderson   
 Bonaparte   
Cynthia Hinton   
Deborah Jefferson   
Corita Key   
Ishmael Komeh Sr.  
Magdalena Kurnat   
Derrick Love Sr.  
Valesta Ludlow   
Erica MacNeal-Harts   
Kimberlee Mays   
Tyler Mueller   
Elizabeth Ortiz 
Isabel Palencia   
Denis Pantoja   
Ashley Pascarella   
Lourdes Perez   
Constance Porter   
Katherine Roberts   
Christi Rocha   
Francis Segura * 
Brian Skinner   
Samantha Smith   
Lois Socha   
Ashley Stalter *** 
Tracy Stephen ** 
Teresa Studnicki   
Tasha Watson   
Cynthia Wesley 
Gregory Williams   
Lavette Wilson   
Andrew Wojda * 
Marie Woods    
Master of Health 
Administration    
Maria Ailende   
Kenny Blank   
Anne Chlipala   
Christina Cobbins   
Ayana Gray   
Thomas Grisel   
Peter Haduch   
Naji Hattar   
Lama Musa   
Alexander Norman   
Katherine Ouwenga 
Howard Robinson   
Bonnie Smedley   
Travon Wilson   
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Master of Health 
Science    
Albert Abney   
Jacqueline Adams   
Anne Anobian   
Catherine Anzelmo   
Mary Archie   
Niveen Atieh   
Sarah Barnes   
Asma Baste   
Jeanette Bond   
Ashley Bowland   
Jill Carlson    
Alexander Cepela 
Angela Cesario   
Charity Charles-Wiwa   
Yvonne Chism   
Jennifer Chmura   
Ronnie Cox   
Kristen DeAngelis   
Purseola Dees   
Tom Donaldson   
Melody Easterling   
Abiodun Folami   
Kenya Gavin   
Brenetta Glass   
Megan Gloer   
Jacqueline Golden   
Rebecca Gonzalez    
William Grayson 
Claudia Harris   
Layuna Hayes-Cooper   
Desiree Hays   
Katherine Herbert   
Dwight Hill   
Daryl Holmes Sr.  
Tuanda James   
Megan Jawor   
Jayne Jay   
James Jenkins Sr. 
Itina Johnson   
Lynette Johnson   
Taylor Kent   
Carolyn Laird   
Sarah LaPlante   
Al Lawrence 
Denise Lazowski   
Lauren Lazzaroni   
Andrzej Lewandowski   
Felicia Lewis   
Kelly Lorenz   
Melissa Maturo   
Michelle Miller   
Terraye Mitchell-Evans   
Monique Mobley   
Lindsey Mulrenin   
Wanda Pettye   
Harvetta Porter   
Carrie Rao   
Sara Rider   
Tonona Robinson    
Danny Romeo 
Danielle Sands   
Amanda Saylor   
Tamiko Smith   
Connie Snider   
Anthony Stafford   
Jimia Stokes   
Caitlin Tietema   
Jason Trotter   
Marcia Van Natta   
Capucine Walls   
Kelly Webster   
Kathryn Wennerberg   
Carolyn Whitfield   
 
Master of Occupational 
Therapy    
Angela Bertucci    
Vincent Casali 
Monica Chhadia   
Jessica Crafton   
Nicole Ficker   
Breanna Foley   
Jillian Gray   
Kristen Kozy   
Bruno Kramarczyk   
Chad Maatman   
Nicole Nadrowski   
Samantha Pacyga   
Nicole Reed   
Jacqueline Ryon   
Sally Sweis   
Shannon Swieca   
Hannah Verburg   
Justin Wolak 
Katherine Young   
Master of Science in 
Nursing    
Sager Abu Inseir   
Mercy Abunaw   
Diana Amidei   
Oladayo Apata   
Ademola Aremu   
Isabel Betancourt   
Cassandra Brooks   
Emily Burns   
Damita Carter   
Devyn Collins   
Karli Cooke   
Jillian Crosser   
Angela Fuller-Watson    
Jossy George 
Kristen Gervasi   
Angela Goodson-Acevedo   
Kimberly Grant   
Katherine Grove   
Terri Hannemann   
Mohammed Hashim   
British Hughes   
Hannah Jacobson   
Jennifer Johnson   
Janet Juricic   
Kamran Khatri   
Yvette Kimble   
Gail Lemon   
Dymond Long   
Twaniqua Maclin    
Jessica McKinley 
Geordoni McKoy   
Jennifer Melcher   
Brett Milkevitch   
Megan Okon   
Jovonne Owens   
Krystle Parker Giles   
Bianca Ray   
Rachelle Redding   
Freya Ruda   
Sumera Seraj   
Sarah Stoskus   
Nelson Tamala Jr.
Mercy Thomas   
Victoria Urdov   
Angel White   
Kimberly Williams 
Maruf Yinusa   
Grace Zieba    
Master of Social Work    
Olasunbo Ashadele   
Lisa Barnes   
Kristin Bondlow   
Alaina Buford   
Adrianna Cadena   
Dorian Carter   
Olivia Chavez   
Lauren Clifton   
Porcia Collins   
Davina Davis   
Tom Dirschl   
Zuly Eiquihua    
Adrienne Falconer 
Lisa Ferrentino   
Elizabeth Fuqua   
Erinn Haynes   
Addison Jackson Jr.
Dax Jemison   
Lena Johnson   
Suavette Johnson-Barnes   
Aviance Jones   
Corinna Larry   
Laurie Levy   
Mercedes Lovett   
Mary Beth Lunter   
Kaitlin Maatman   
Derrick McNeal   
Angela Miranda    
Edward Moore 
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* =  Cum Laude  3.80-3.89 ** =  Magna Cum Laude  3.90-3.97 
*** =  Summa Cum Laude  3.98-4.00 § =  University Honors Program
Academic honors awarded to undergraduate students only. 
For Commencement, cumulative GPA calculated through Fall 2015.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Jasmine Moore   
Tiffany Morrow   
Phylicia Noel   
Kathleen Nolan   
Danita O’Brien   
Okon Okorie   
Tarrice Oliver   
Margaret Parrilli   
Alicia Perry   
Kahlea Reeves   
David Riel   
May Salman   
Brandon Sanders   
Monique Savage   
Kristie Sharon   
Sabrina Simmons 
Brianna Stelmaszek   
Abdulaziz Syed   
Linnie Teagues   
Sounja Thompson   
Sara Thomson   
Kawryne Tillman   
Elwin Trammell II  
Katherine Wagner   
Tammie Walker   
Chris Ward   
Paris Williams   
Lisa Wujek   
Emily Wyderski    
Doctor of Nursing 
Practice    
Albertina Donaldson    
Christina Galassi 
Katie Koerner   
Regina Ward   
Linda Zroskie    
Doctor of Occupational 
Therapy    
Susan Charnley   
Brenda Hughes   
Luther King   
Rebecca Kvasnicka   
Linda Marshall   
Jill Nye   
Michael Rivas   
Sarah Zidel   
Doctor of Physical 
Therapy    
Katherine Abrassart    
Anna Albrecht 
Matthew Alexander   
Gemmy Ambatt   
Michael Barker   
Zachary Becker   
Danica Belisle   
Aaron Bhagat   
Kristie Burns   
Jaclyn Christofilos   
Christopher Corey   
Kirstie Cua   
Herbert Deiters   
Daniel Diers   
Vincent Gutierrez   
Rebecca Hartman   
Meredith Heneghan    
Kevin James 
Matthew Johnson   
Olivia Kevin   
Jennesa Kinsey   
Joseph Klis   
Sigmund Ku   
Stacey Marguerite   
Sean McNamee   
Ryan Miyashiro   
Nicole Muller   
Melissa Naegele   
Natalie Neps   
Katie Nielsen   
Thomas Nye   
Caitlin Reilly   
Roland Saucier III   
Dania Segreti 
Dhruvy Shah   
Rebecca Smith   
Steven Tijerina   
Neal Volante   
Kristine Vukmir   
Rachel Weida   
Carolyne Wilkey   
Maria Wondra   
Kelsey Yerkes
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Grand Marshal
Barbara Winicki – President, Faculty Senate
 
Marshal Coordination Team
John Cook – Retired, Associate Professor
David H. Golland – Assistant Professor
Lisa Helm – Administrative Coordinator
Joan Johns Maloney – Administration and Finance
 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Daniel Cortese – Associate Professor
Susan Gaffney – Associate Professor
Michael Hart – University Lecturer
Elizabeth Johnson – Associate Professor
Kerri K. Morris – Associate Professor
David Rhea – Associate Professor
Christopher Tweddle – Assistant Professor
College of Business
Tricia Kerns – University Lecturer
Evelina Mengova – Associate Professor
Gökçe Sargut – Assistant Professor
John Simon – Associate Professor
Feng Tian – Associate Professor
Michael Trendell – University Lecturer
College of Education
Sasha Cervantes – Assistant Professor
Terri Christiansen – Assistant Professor
Marlon Cummings – Assistant Professor
Meghan McCaffrey – Assistant Professor
Jeffrey Slovak – Interim Vice President
College of Health and Human Services
Darrin Aase – Assistant Professor
Jennifer Armstrong – Associate Professor
Joseph Day – Assistant Professor
Rupert Evans – Division Chair, Health Administration
Nicole Koonce – Assistant Professor
Zo Ramanonjiarivelo – Assistant Professor
Joyce Sligar – University Lecturer, Senior Status
 
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
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The medals worn by some graduates symbolize their completion of the GSU Honors Program 
The stoles or cords worn by some graduates symbolize their membership in an honor society.
Honors Program – for undergraduates only
Graduates who complete the rigorous Honors Program develop greater depth within their 
academic program by completing advanced studies, attending interdisciplinary seminars, 
and producing a final honors project.
Program  ............................................. Recognition ........................................ Color
GSU Honors Program ............................ Medallion ........................................... Gold
University Honors – for undergraduates only
Honor  .................................................. Recognition ...................................... Color
Cum Laude .................................................Cord .......................................... White
Magna Cum Laude .......................................Cord ...........................................Silver
Summa Cum Laude .....................................Cord ............................................ Gold
Honor Societies – for students who are members 
of these Honor Societies
Society ................................................. Recognition ...................................... Color
Alpha Eta Society (Allied Health) .................. Cord .......................................... Green
Alpha IOTA Sigma ....................................... Cord .............................Blue and White
Alpha Sigma Lambda (Adult Learners) .......... Cord ...........Burgundy and Antique Gold
Chi Sigma IOTA  (Counselors) ......................Stole .............................Blue and White
Delta Mu Delta (Business) ........................... Cord ........................... Purple and Gold
Lambda Alpha Epsilon (Criminal Justice) ...... Cord .................... Reflex Blue and Gold
Lambda Pi Eta (Communications) ................. Cord .......................Crimson and Cream
Phi Alpha (Social Work) ...............................Stole .............................. Blue and Gold
Phi Theta Epsilon (Occupational Therapy) ..... Cord ..............................Navy and Gold
Psi Chi International (Psychology) ................. Cord .............................. Blue and Gray
SALUTE Veterans ........................................ Cord ....................Red, White, and Blue
Sigma Theta Tau (Nursing)........................... Cord ......................................... Purple
Tau Sigma (Transfer) ................................... Cord ....................... Burgundy and Gold
Student Senate (Student Governance) ...........Stole ........................... Black and White
Upsilon Phi Delta (Computing) ..................... Cord ............................... Blue and Red
Dual Degree Program – for undergraduates who entered 
 GSU through the Dual Degree Program
Dual Degree Program Partner .................. Recognition ...................................... Color
City Colleges of Chicago ...............................Cord ..... Light Blue and Black and White
College of DuPage ........................................Cord ........... Green and Black and White
Harper College .............................................Cord ............. Blue and Black and White
Joliet Junior College .....................................Cord ...........Purple and Black and White
Kankakee Community College .......................Cord .............. Red and Black and White
Moraine Valley Community College ................Cord ........... Green and Black and White
Morton College ............................................Cord ............. Blue and Black and White
Prairie State College .....................................Cord ........... Green and Black and White
South Suburban College ...............................Cord ............. Blue and Black and White
Triton College ..............................................Cord ......... Maroon and Black and White
Waubonsee Community College .....................Cord ......... Maroon and Black and White
HONORS CORDS, MEDALLIONS, AND STOLES FOR COMMENCEMENT
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During the commencement ceremony, students, and faculty wear academic costumes indicating the 
wearers’ degrees, colleges/universities, and fields of study.
The black mortarboard type is the most common cap worn. Degree candidates wear cap tassels that are black 
and white, the university colors. Colors worn by the faculty vary according to their fields of study.
Gowns are of three kinds. The bachelor’s gown is relatively simple, with lines falling straight from a fairly 
elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeve. Braided silken cords are worn by 
students who have achieved special scholastic recognition. The master’s gown has sleeves, with a back end 
extending down below the knee in a crescent shape. The doctoral gown is an elaborate costume, with velvet 
panels down the front and around the neck and three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. 
The official colors of the college or university from which a degree is conferred are represented in the lining 
of the hood. For each field of study, there is a corresponding trim color. The trim colors for doctoral and 




Analytical Chemistry ..................................................................... Golden Yellow
Art ......................................................................................................... Brown
Business Administration ............................................................................. Drab
Communication Disorders ................................................................Salmon Pink
Communication and Training .....................................................................White
Computer Science ........................................................................ Golden Yellow
Counseling ........................................................................................ Light Blue
Counselor Education and Supervision .................................................. Light Blue
Criminal Justice ........................................................................................ Navy
Early Childhood Education.................................................................. Light Blue
Education ......................................................................................... Light Blue
Educational Administration................................................................. Light Blue
English ....................................................................................................White
Environmental Biology .................................................................. Golden Yellow
Independent Film and Digital Imaging ....................................................... Brown
Interdisciplinary Leadership ................................................................ Light Blue
Health Administration .....................................................................Salmon Pink
Management Information Systems .................................................. Golden Yellow
Mathematics ....................................................................................Bright Gold
Multicategorical Special Education ..................................................... Light Blue
Nursing .................................................................................................Apricot
Occupational Therapy ........................................................................ Slate Blue
Physical Therapy ........................................................................................ Teal
Political and Justice Studies ......................................................................White
Psychology ........................................................................................ Light Blue
Public Administration  .................................................................. Peacock Blue
Reading ............................................................................................ Light Blue
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Dual Degree Program graduates received distinctive cords for their academic regalia that intertwine 
GSU’s colors—black and white—with the colors of the student’s community college. Braiding these 
colors together symbolizes the partnership and shared goal of the community college and GSU; working 
together to help these students achieve academic success. 
Governor State University’s nationally recognized Dual Degree Program is a partnership with 17 area 
community colleges that establishes a seamless pathway for students to complete their associate 
degrees at a Chicagoland partner community college and continue their education at GSU to attain their 
bachelor’s degrees.  
The value of educational opportunity is celebrated by each graduating class with a legacy gift to 
Governors State University. The amount of each gift reflects the year of the student's commencement. 
This year, graduates gave $20.16, although many choose to donate more. Additional contributions to 
the class gift provided graduates with the opportunity to express gratitude in the form of a dedicated 
donation to those who encouraged their achievement. 
The Class of 2016 gift supports the Presidential Scholarship exemplifying GSU graduates’ commitment 
to educational opportunity. Presidential Scholarships are awarded annually to qualified students who 
demonstrate exceptional academic achievement, leadership, and commitment. 
The Alumni Association connects graduates with each other, as well as to volunteer opportunities, 
educational workshops and seminars, and cultural, recreational, and professional events. 
GSU graduates serve as ambassadors of the university. They advocate for GSU in their personal networks 
and encourage high school, community college, veteran, and other students to attend GSU. They 
also return to campus, share their success stories, mentor current students, and donate to promote 
educational opportunity.  
The Alumni Association and the generations of GSU alumni are proud to welcome the Class of 2016  
to its ranks. 
 
DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM GRADUATES
THE 2016 CLASS GIFT 
GSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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The governor’s mace, carried by the marshal who leads the 
academic procession, is a symbol of the authority of the 
university as a degree-granting institution. The legal authority 
of the university is grounded in the intellectual authority of the 
distinguished faculty who follow in the procession.
In antiquity, the mace was a weapon used to establish the 
“authority” of the physically strong. Its transformation into 
a symbol of intellectual authority is both a tribute to and a 
reminder of the civilizing force of a university’s teaching, 
research and community service functions.
Engraved on the four side-panels of the governor’s mace are 
the seal of the State of Illinois; a cardinal, the state bird; the 
seal of the former Illinois Board of Governors Universities; and 
an inscription which reads “The governor’s mace, a symbol of 
tradition and authority of Governors State University, dedicated 
to the search for excellence in the pursuit of truth, knowledge 
and the love of learning. presented by peter Levin, friend of the 
university, June 2, 1979.”
Atop the mace is a silver rendition of the university logo. The 
three sides of the “triangle” symbolize the university’s teaching, 
research and community service functions. The three lines 
visually suggest the shape of a rocket; reminding us both 
that the university was founded within days of Neil Armstrong 
setting foot on the moon and that the university is a hope-
filled, pioneering community, committed to a better future for 
all men and women. The circle symbolizes the fact that the 
university is, indeed, a community. Finally, the fact that the tips 
of the triangle reach beyond the circle indicates the university’s 
outreach into the region, state and nation, and its commitment 
to teaching, research and community service.
tHe MaCe
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